
Violence in Rakhine State which began on 25 
August 2017 has driven an estimated 480,000 
Rohingya refugees across the border into Cox’s Bazar, 
Bangladesh. Basic services that were available prior to 
the influx are under severe strain due to the massive 
increase in people in the area. 
Those fleeing are concentrated in two upazilas; Ukhia 
and Teknaf, putting an immense strain on infrastructure, 
services and the host population. Pre-existing 
settlements and camps have expanded with the new 
influx, while new spontaneous settlements have also 
formed and are quickly growing. Significant numbers of 
new arrivals are also being absorbed into the local host 
community.

The speed and scale of the influx has resulted in 
a critical humanitarian emergency. The people who 
have arrived in Bangladesh since 25 August came with 
very few possessions. They have used the majority 
of their savings on transportation and constructing a 
shelter. They are now entirely reliant on humanitarian 
assistance including food and other life-saving needs. 
The Rohingya population in Cox’s Bazar is highly 
vulnerable, having fled conflict with little to no assets, 
experienced severe trauma, and now living in extremely 
difficult conditions.

Massive and immediate scale-up of humanitarian 
assistance is required to save lives.

WFP is distributing fortnightly rations of 25 kg of rice to 
newly arrived families. To date, almost 458,620 people 
(91,724 households) have received rice.

Rohingyas need urgent 
food assistance as they 
flee into Bangladesh
Displaced Rohingya awaiting distributions of fortified biscuits.
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A key FSC partner consulting with new arrivals regarding their needs and condition

PARTNERS ARE SCALING UP:  

480,000 
people have arrived  

in Bangladesh

136,470 
people received  
fortified biscuits

163,500
people received  

hot meals

Under 5 children

pregnant and lactating 
women assisted by special, 
high-nutrient porridge
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15 
current partners

6 new partners joining

46,627
117,05


